
Dream, play, live golf.
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T he aim of Club Houses Resorts is to offer you the opportunity to share unforgettable 

moments and enjoy new experiences in exceptional resorts that specialize in golf vacations. 

For almost 5 years, we have invested in the best residences for our clients, situated close to key 

sites for their sporting passion. Particular attention has been placed on the services proposed 

by the resorts, so as to guarantee that non-golf-playing guests can take advantage of the many 

activities and facilities on offer. 2020 has been an especially difficult year for the tourist industry in 

general, but has also been extremely disruptive for all our social and economic models.

Some of our strategic developments will have to be reviewed in order to adapt to the new trends 

in the market and the needs of our clients.

Our new strategy will develop around various different areas that are all a sustainable aspect of 

Club Houses’ growth.

Live your passion, with a difference.

Dream, play, live golf.

CANARY ISLANDS - LA GOMERA
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“Every great dream 
begins with a dreamer"

LA MANGA CLUB - WEST COURSE HOLE 15
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& memories out of golfLiving resorts                      
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F For the 5 years now that 

Club Houses Residences 

has been in existence, we 

have always sought to create 

atmospheres, desires and 

experiences that are different 

each time for our clients.  

To imagine new styles and new 

ways of making the most of a 

resort, we propose 3 categories 

of Club Houses Residences: 

Signature, Club and Livestyle.

LA ZAGALETA - NEW COURSE
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HAMILTON GRAND - OLD COURSE HOLE 18

Signature residences
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Signature residences are composed 

exclusively of luxury houses and 

apartments situated at the heart of 

exceptional sites.

From the legendary Hamilton Grand building 

in St Andrews, to the Zagaleta resort in 

Marbella or the exceptional Terre Blanche 

resort in Provence, renowned for the quality 

of its facilities, our real estate projects benefit 

from refined installations with exclusive 

associated services.

VIEW OVER THE OLD COURSE IN ST ANDREWS FROM THE PRIVATE ROOF-TOP PATIO AT THE HAMILTON GRAND
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BLACK MOUNTAIN - EAST AND NORTH COURSES

Club residences
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C lub resorts are situated at the heart of 

very high-quality residential resorts 

offering a wide range of infrastructures to 

make organizing a luxury vacation easier.

These apartments benefit from luxury 

facilities and refined décor. 

They are perfectly accessible for all golfers 

interested in staying with friends or family 

in a quality resort with a wide range of 

non-golfing sports and leisure facilities 

(swimming pool, beach club, tennis, paddle, 

horse-riding, fishing…).
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Livestyle residences

LA MANGA CLUB - SOUTH COURSE HOLE 11
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C lub Houses has developed a new 

concept of buildings specially designed 

for golf vacations.

Situated at the heart of resorts offering a wide 

range of services and excellent infrastructures, 

such as La Manga Club in Spain, these 

boutique residences have common areas 

specially designed for golfers, such as leisure 

areas (home cinema and games rooms),  

golf simulators or even pitch-and-putt areas.

Whether it is for groups of friends, with or 

without accompanying professional players,  

or family vacations, Livestyle residences provide 

the perfect range of services necessary  

for organizing vacations that are particularly 

well-suited to playing golf. 
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Next to come

ÎLE AUX CERFS - MAURITIUS
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T o satisfy the expectations of our golfing clients, Club Houses Residences has developed numerous projects in some of the most 

outstanding resorts in Europe. Below is our future residence in Costa Navarino in Greece, nestling between the sea and the golf course.

L ivestyle projects are intended mainly for golfers and have been designed with our ambassador 

Raphaël Jacquelin so that every detail has been considered for you. These photos show the 

Livestyle project at La Manga Club..
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S ituated in Andalusia, 

the residence “Terrazas 

de Cortesin” is part of the 

Finca Cortesin resort and its 

exceptional surroundings.

This apartment is composed 

of two bedrooms and a 200 m² 

patio with a view of the sea. 

It is also the ideal place 

for taking advantage of an 

incredible beach club and, 

for non-golfers, a magnificent 

spa and relaxation room.

A n exceptional apartment on the Los 

Arqueros golf course in Marbella.  

A total living area of 300 m², and a 300 m² 

patio with a private swimming pool and a 

breathtaking, 180° view of the coast.

Nestling in the heart of golf valley, the 

multiple outstanding courses await you.  

The private spa and both indoor and outdoor 

swimming pools are also available to you.
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I n the heart of the La Reserva domain in Sotogrande, 

this 200 m² penthouse with its 150 m² patio is part of 

the “Village Verde” community. With breathtaking views, 

you will be able to take advantage of all the facilities in 

this exceptional resort.

S ituated in the resort of Anahita 

on the island of Mauritius, this 

Club Houses Residence looks out 

over the lagoon and the Île aux Cerfs. 

This residence is a real haven of peace, 

ideally designed for relaxing golf 

vacations.

One thing not to be missed: arrival at 

the house from the airport in a private 

boat!
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T hese photos show projections of some  

of our future residences, which will satisfy the 

needs and desires of every visitor, with intensive golf 

for some, and golf and relaxation for others.  

Club Houses Residences always puts the quality 

of the resorts first, allowing you to enjoy an 

unforgettable experience.

Club Houses Residences also means several 

Livestyle projects in progress, including the 

"community" concept at Las Colinas as part of the 

"Sunset" project.

MARBELLA CLUB

ARGENTARIO GOLF RESORT

SUENO - TURKEY EMIRATES GOLF CLUB - DUBAÏ

MARRAKECH - MOROCCO

MONTGOMERIE - VIETNAM

CANARY ISLANDS

MALLORCA ISLAND
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Our Ambassador
Raphaël Jacquelin

R aphaël Jacquelin has been a professional golfer since 1995. He soon integrated 

the Challenge Tour and, not long after, the European Tour, of which he has been a 

continuous member for 23 years. He won his first title at the Madrid Open in 2005.  

With four victories on the European Tour, he is starting a new season with Club Houses as 

partner. In 2019, he entered the very closed circle of European Tour players who have taken 

part in more than 600 tournaments.

I am incredibly 
proud to be 

the ambassador 
for Club Houses

Raphaël Jacquelin

Professional golfer



Dream, play, live golf.

clubhousesresorts.com contact@clubhousesresorts.com

Club Houses Resorts


